
Pass Microsoft AI-102 Exam Quickly With
CertificationsBuzz
Microsoft certification plays an important role to open many doors of opportunities in your career.
More than 90% of HR managers use Azure AI Engineer Associate AI-102 Dumps certification as
screening  or  hiring  criteria  during  the  recruitment  process.  They  give  preference  to  hiring  a
certified  Designing  and  Implementing  a  Microsoft  Azure  AI  Solution  AI-102  Exam  Questions
candidate rather than a fresh graduate. So either you are a beginner or an experienced professional
you must enrol  in the AI-102 Certification Exam Dumps and try your best  to pass the AI-102
Certification Exam Questions. In this way, you can easily accelerate your career and stand out from
the crowd in the highly competitive market. However, it is not as simple as it is described. To pass
the Designing and Implementing a Microsoft Azure AI Solution AI-102 Certification Exam
Dumps you have to prepare well with the help of valid, updated, real AI-102 Dumps. Do you have a
plan to pass the Azure AI Engineer Associate AI-102 Exam Questions? Are you ready to take action?
Today is the best time to take control of your career and choose the best AI-102 Exam Dumps
preparation platform like CertificationsBuzz. At this platform, you will find everything that you need
to learn, prepare and pass the challenging AI-102 Exam Questions in the first attempt.

Top Features Of CertificationsBuzz Microsoft AI-102 Exam
Dumps
CertificationsBuzz is committed to offering the best way that not only aces your Designing and
Implementing a Microsoft Azure AI Solution AI-102 Exam Dumps preparation but also enables
you to pass the final  Azure AI Engineer Associate AI-102 Exam Questions  even on the first
attempt.  CertificationsBuzz  has  been  offering  its  services  for  many  years.  The  thousands  of
candidates have passed their dream AI-102 Certification Exam Dumps quickly. They all used the
AI-102 Exam Practice Questions and got success in Azure AI Engineer Associate AI-102 Exam
Dumps  with  flying  colours.  You  may  be  the  next  successful  candidate  for  the  Designing  and
Implementing a Microsoft Azure AI Solution AI-102 Certification Exam Questions. As far as AI-102
Exam Dumps  are  concerned,  these  real  questions  are  designed  by  experienced  and  certified
professionals. They strive their best to maintain the best quality of AI-102 Exam Practice Questions
all the time. So you rest assured that with Designing and Implementing a Microsoft Azure AI
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Solution AI-102 Exam Dumps you will pass the final Azure AI Engineer Associate AI-102 Exam
Questions easily. AI-102 Exam Dumps are categorized into three easy to use and compatible formats.
These formats are Azure AI Engineer Associate AI-102 Dumps PDF file, AI-102 Desktop Practice
Test Software and AI-102 Web-Based Practice Exam. All these formats come with some unique and
common features. Let’s talk one by one about the top features of Designing and Implementing a
Microsoft Azure AI Solution AI-102 Exam Questions formats.

Visit For More Information: https://www.certificationsbuzz.com/ai-102.html

CertificationsBuzz Microsoft AI-102 Desktop Practice Test Software:

Azure AI  Engineer  Associate  AI-102 Desktop Practice  Test  Software is  a  mock Designing and
Implementing a Microsoft Azure AI Solution AI-102 Exam Practice Questions that are designed to
provide real-time Designing and Implementing a Microsoft Azure AI Solution AI-102 Exam
Dumps experience. AI-102 Desktop Practice Test Software is user friendly and compatible software.
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You do ‘not need any special software or driver to install AI-102 Desktop Practice Test Software. Just
download  and  start  your  Azure  AI  Engineer  Associate  AI-102  Exam  Practice  Questions
preparation.
CertificationsBuzz Microsoft AI-102 Web-based Practice Test Software:

Designing  and  Implementing  a  Microsoft  Azure  AI  Solution  AI-102  Web-Based  Practice  Test
Software is a browser-based application that is compatible with all latest browsers such as Safari,
Opera,  Chrome and Firefox etc.  To run this  application you just  need to  download Azure AI
Engineer Associate AI-102  Web-Based Practice Exam Software and then put a link into any
popular  browser  and  start  your  AI-102  Practice  Test  preparation.  Now with  Designing  and
Implementing a Microsoft Azure AI Solution AI-102 Web-Based Practice Test Software, you can
start your AI-102 Practice Exam preparation anytime and anywhere. and pass your dream Microsoft
Certification Exam easily.

CertificationsBuzz Microsoft AI-102 Dumps In PDF Format:

Azure  AI  Engineer  Associate  AI-102  PDF Practice  Questions  are  the  most  wanted  product  of
CertificationsBuzz. In this PDF file all valid, updated and real Designing and Implementing a
Microsoft Azure AI Solution AI-102 Exam Dumps are included. The CertificationsBuzz AI-102
PDF Dumps are the real questions that will be repeated in the final AI-102 Exam Questions. You
just need to download it after payment and start your Azure AI Engineer Associate AI-102 Exam
Dumps preparation. To run the Designing and Implementing a Microsoft Azure AI Solution AI-102
PDF Questions file you do not need any special software or driver. Just get the  AI-102 PDF Dumps
and start your AI-102 Exam Questions preparation journey instantly. Today is the right time to take
action and control your career. To do this just enrol in the Designing and Implementing a Microsoft
Azure AI Solution AI-102 Exam Dumps and download Azure AI Engineer Associate AI-102 Exam
Practice Questions and start your preparation. Best luck.
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Question No. 1

You are developing the smart e-commerce project.

You need to implement autocompletion as part of the Cognitive Search solution.

Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. (Choose
three.)

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Make API queries to the autocomplete endpoint and include suggesterName in the body.
B. Add a suggester that has the three product name fields as source fields.
C. Make API queries to the search endpoint and include the product name fields in the
searchFields query parameter.
D. Add a suggester for each of the three product name fields.
E. Set the searchAnalyzer property for the three product name variants.
F. Set the analyzer property for the three product name variants.
F. Use the default standard Lucene analyzer ("analyzer": null) or a language analyzer (for
example, "analyzer": "en.Microsoft") on the field.

Answer: A, B, F, F

Question No. 2

You need to build a chatbot that meets the following requirements:

Supports chit-chat, knowledge base, and multilingual models

Performs sentiment analysis on user messages

Selects the best language model automatically

What should you integrate into the chatbot?

A. QnA Maker, Language Understanding, and Dispatch
B. Translator, Speech, and Dispatch
C. Language Understanding, Text Analytics, and QnA Maker
D. Text Analytics, Translator, and Dispatch

Answer: C

Question No. 3

Your company wants to reduce how long it takes for employees to log receipts in expense reports.
All the receipts are in English.

You need to extract top-level information from the receipts, such as the vendor and the transaction
total. The solution must minimize development effort.

Which Azure Cognitive Services service should you use?

A. Custom Vision
B. Personalizer



C. Form Recognizer
D. Computer Vision

Answer: C

Question No. 4

You are developing a new sales system that will process the video and text from a public-facing
website.

You plan to monitor the sales system to ensure that it provides equitable results regardless of the
user's location or background.

Which two responsible AI principles provide guidance to meet the monitoring requirements? Each
correct answer presents part of the solution. (Choose two.)

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. transparency
B. fairness
C. inclusiveness
D. reliability and safety
E. privacy and security

Answer: B, D

Question No. 5

You have the following C# method for creating Azure Cognitive Services resources
programmatically.

You need to call the method to create a free Azure resource in the West US Azure region. The
resource will be used to generate captions of images automatically.

Which code should you use?

A. create_resource(client, "res1", "ComputerVision", "F0", "westus")
B. create_resource(client, "res1", "CustomVision.Prediction", "F0", "westus")
C. create_resource(client, "res1", "ComputerVision", "S0", "westus")
D. create_resource(client, "res1", "CustomVision.Prediction", "S0", "westus")

Answer: B
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